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Importance of Wipers
Wipers are essential parts of the manufacturing environment. They are used in practically every 
aspect of a facility's production, equipment maintenance and housekeeping operations, as well as for 
personal cleaning. In many applications, wipers are indispensable "tools" in performing a particular 
task. Therefore, the proper selection and use of wiping systems can have a dramatic effect on a 
facility's productivity, safety, regulatory compliance and cost-effectiveness.

Fulfilling Customers’ Needs
Most wipers used by industrial facilities leave much to be desired in terms of their overall impact on 
productivity, safety, regulatory compliance and cost-in-use.

quality and worker productivity.

cost (e.g. percentage of usable rags, cost of disposal and storage space) and inadequate 
performance associated with using for an application for which it has not been especially 
engineered.

HYDROKNIT* is our most advanced 
wiper material. It's manufactured 

non-woven fabric. The result: fast 
absorption, outstanding tear- 

performance on any tough task. 

in food preparation and 
manufacturing environments,
which is a preventive system to
ensure the safe production of food

WYPALL* X Wipers are made from patented
 HYDROKNlT* material. 

WYPALL* L Wipers and WYPALL* X Wipers are
manufactured under HACCP environments.
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 the task

 cost*  and disposal cost)

*Note: for further information, please contact our sales professionals.

Advantages of Disposable Wipers
Wipers VS Rags
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G U A R A N T E E D

SATISFACTION

No Questions Asked

These solutions include:
The right tools for the job

Enhanced personal protection

Regulatory compliance

Cost control

GUARANTEED SATISFACTION

_

The right wiper equals the right 
wiping system for the job.

L10 - L30 Wipers
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KIMTECH* Wipers
Critical tasks in clean manufacturing environments

KIMTECH* Alcohol Antibacterial Wipers
Pre-moistened multi-surface disinfectant

Description Code No Packing Sheet Size

KIMTECH* Alcohol Antibacterial Wipers 4100 12 x 70 14.3cm x21cm

SPECIALTY WIPERS

KIMTECH* Alcohol Antibacterial Wipers with commercial grade disinfectant :

critical.

Isopropyl Alcohol).   

Pre-moistened
Multi-surface
Commercial grade
Compact 
Easy to use dispenser

Features of KIMTECH* Alcohol Antibacterial Wipers

whiteboards
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KIMTECH PREP* Wipers is recommended for use
according to cleaning task.

Various quaternary amine disinfectants have differing shelf lives.
For information regarding the proper use of WETTASK* Wipers contact Kimtech@kcc.com

The WETTASK* Refillable Wiping System is the ideal alternative to using a 
spray bottle or open bucket in combination with a rag. This system 
combines all steps into one, making it easy to use and incredibly versatile. 
The wiper works best for any of your task and simply add the chemical 
solution you already use. It's an ideal choice for cleaning and disinfecting 
surfaces.

Features:
Enclosed system helps reduce cross-contamination and exposure to  

 chemical vapour or splashes.

TYPICAL USES:
Surface cleaning and sanitising

Description Code No Colour Case Contents Sheet Size

and degreasing cleaners, mild solvents

CHEMICAL TASK CHEMICAL TYPE

Surface cleaning, disinfection and preparation made easy
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KIMTECH PREP* SCOTTPURE* Critical Task Wipers

 where precision and reliability are essential

 manufacturing and printing

KIMTECH PREP* Non-Residue Tack Cloth

 caused by tackifier residue transfer.

 solvents might be present.

Description Code No Colour Case Contents Sheet Size

KIMTECH PREP* SCOTTPURE Critical Task Wipers

KIMTECH PREP* Non-Residue Tack Cloth

Engineered performance you can rely on
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KIMTECH SCIENCE* Wipers
Light duty tasks for delicate and precision wiping

21

KIMTECH PREP* KlMTEX* Wipers provide an economical alternative to rags and shop towels by providing excellent 
wiping performance for heavy clean ups with low-lint wiping.

Features:

Furniture finishing

KIMTECH PREP*KIMTEX* Wipers Quarter Fold 33560 Blue 8 x 66 30.4cm x 36.5cm

KIMTECH PREP*KIMTEX* Wipers Flat Sheet 42911 Blue 10 x 50 30cm x 35cm

KIMTECH PREP* KIMTEX* Wipers
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According to an independent study

Features:

®

For over 60 years, Kimberly-Clark has set the standard for lab and delicate 
surface wiping. KIMTECH SClENCE* KlMWlPES* Wipers are versatile 
options for critical and delicate tasks such as lab cleaning, surface/parts 
cleaning, instrument cleaning and lens cleaning.

Choose KIMTECH SClENCE* KlMWlPES* Wipers for their versatility and 
proven performance.

KIMTECH SCIENCE* Kimwipes* EX-L Delicate Task Wipers 34256 White 15 x 140 37.3cm x 42.1cm

KIMTECH SCIENCE* Kimwipes* EX-L Delicate Task Wipers 34155 White 60 x 280 11.4cm x 21.6cm

100% virgin fiber for purity Mix of virgin and recycled fiber
Absorbs 18% more water Absorbs less water
Absorbs water 24% faster Slower rate of absorption
Preferred for softness; won’t  scratch Rougher feel
delicate surfaces when used wet

KIMTECH SCIENCE* KIMWIPES* Delicate Task Wipers
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Almost all workplaces have operations that can result in drips, leaks, 
splashes and spills and this can cause problems, from minor annoyances to 
major safety hazards. 

Our Oil-Sorb Pads consist of absorbents that are designed for the single 
purpose of containing, picking up and assisting in the safe disposal of loose 
liquids. They are lighter, cleaner and easier to work with and are much more 
efficient compared to rags, sawdust, newspaper and even clay. Our 
system's efficiency makes clean-up and disposal significantly faster, easier 
and less costly.

Features:

OIL-SORB Pad Medium 42880 White 1 x 100 40cm x 50cm

Leak and Spill System

PRECISION WIPERS PRECISION WIPERS


